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Exploring Science  
Pre-primary education  is an important stage which lays the  foundation for life-long learning  and is re-
sponsible for the  development of a person  and  serves as an opening  point of  formal education . A 
child’s learning and development  are mainly influenced by family, school and society. Children are ac-
tive learners who are curious and interested in exploration. Children are born curious and want to know 
all about their environment.  Children  explore the world with their senses. They see, touch, smell, hear, 
and taste. As children learn to crawl, to stand, and to walk, they are free to discover more on their own 
and learn to think for themselves. Young children begin to construct many concepts during the pre-
primary period, including mathematics and science concepts. They also develop the processes that en-
ables them to apply their newly acquired concepts. They try to  expand existing concepts  and develop 
new ones. As they enter the school they apply their basic concepts and try to build up the new concepts 
taught in the school which later on help them  to understand more complex concepts when they grow up. 
They begin to learn about new shapes and sizes. They see ,feel the different sizes. They grab the things 
and find that some do not fit in their tiny hands. Their  exploration continues. They start observing, start 
relating new things with the basic concepts they are aware of.  Example : The safety habits which they 
are taught at school, they start implementing at home or outside or  personal hygiene like brushing teeth 
twice a day or good eating habits. Children start exploring their surroundings and start building their 
knowledge. They start building their concepts by closely observing the environment. Natural science 
such as  wind, rain, flowers, animals birds etc. which children come across in their everyday life are the 
topics of natural science. These interesting  science topics are excellent learning material for children.  
Children put on a deeper and better understanding of the things  around them. They  take pleasure in 
learning science  , through observation, exploration, questioning etc. Many modern technologies such as 
Computers , Television which are easily available  to the children are applications of science in everyday 
life . Development of attitudes towards science starts at the early stages of life. Exposure  to scientific 
phenomena at an early age  leads to better understanding of the scientific concepts studied later in a for-
mal way. 
 
 
 
           
 
 
 
            
           
           Mrs.Pallavi  Wagle 
              
             Pre Primary Supervisor 



Young Achievers of c.i.s Aundh 

. 

 

Names CGPA 

 NISHA RAO 10 

 ARUNIMA 
YADAV 

10 

DEVANGI SATHE 10 

PRADNYA SONA-
WANE 

10 

TANVI MATHPAL 9.8 

ANIKET KALE 9,6 

SPARSH GOYAL 9.2 

PRASHANT JHA 9.2 

NEHA SUTAR 9.2 

PRAJWAL A.M 8.8 

VINI DUBEY 8.8 

RIDDHI BHAPKAR 8.8 

Grade X students and teachers of City International 
School, Aundh have done their school proud by secur-

ing good results. For the 5th consecutive year, our 
school shines out with a 100% result and most of the 

students got good grades. The teachers dedicating extra 
time for remediation and the children who tirelessly 
worked with them has to be appreciated at this point. 
Burning the mid-night oil has paid off with bounds of 
joy. The management, teachers and students always 
shared the belief ‘To be prepared is half the victory’ 

and that is what they always focused and relied on, the 
hard work and endless pursuit of perfection had to blos-
som into something as magnificent as this. The school 
is proud and privileged to have students who are ready 
to work their way out and not in search of shortcuts be-
cause the preparation cannot be categorized in a year’s 

work, it started from the very inception, when the 
teachers hand held the students to make them write and 
read. The fruits take time to bear but they do so none-
theless. The sincere efforts of the students and their 
families have been remarkable. The school will con-

tinue to set new benchmarks but more importantly the 
development of a child as a healthy and responsible in-
dividual is more vital to the school and is irreplaceable. 
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FAREWELL PARTY 

Farewell party is a very special  occasion for every student of std-X. This is the day when they 
leave their school and pursue further studies. All the students of std -IX organized a farewell party 
for students of std-X.The farewell party was organized on 25th march 2015.The assembly hall was 
decorated and lunch was arranged for everyone. The students of Std-X presented wonderful dance 
performances. 'Miss CIS’ and ‘Master CIS’ Contest was held for students of std-X.Here the stu-
dents were asked some rapid fire question and were ranked accordingly.At the end the winners 
were awarded.Some students of class X shared their experiences and thanked all the 
teachers.The students of class X were given souvenior by the school as the bless-
ing.All in all the function was a wonderful and heart touching event.                              

                       Revati Landge. X-B 

     

 

It’s World Environment Day .We have been celebrating this day on June 5 every year. Industrial-
sation and urbanization over the year  have degraded natural resources of this planet. In our quest 
for modernization, we have unknowingly disturbed the ecological balance.we need to conserve 
the environment as it is our social responsibility. One of the most creative ways to solve environ-
ment problems is to minimize consumption .Simple things like replacing bulbs with compact 
fluorescent bulbs, turning off lights and appliances including fans, computers when they are not 
in use. Many products are recyclable like waste from our kitchen ,grass clippings etc. which can 
be converted into excellent manure. 

 World Environment Day is celebrated around the world in many ways. In my city, Pune 
awareness was created through street plays, bicycle parades ,clean-up campaigns and tree plant-
ing.We,as student can take small step to save our environment. Our little efforts can do great 
things. It is our duty as human beings to conserve our nature.   

                             

        Akashay Gaikwad  7 A 

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 



 

 After a long summer vacation ,our school started on15th June, Monday. Definitely ,the day was 
very exciting as all new and old friends met after a long break. Everyone was eager to share  their vacation 
experiences. We were all looking smart in our new uniform. The full school building was painted, every 
thing seemed to be very beautiful around. 

          It was raining outside, so we came with our new umbrellas and raincoats. The staff is 
also very kind and cooperative. The day went off  very well. Definitely, everyone waited for 
break but at the same time we all were happy that our school started.  

              Pratham Sirmundi V-A 

First Day oF the school  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AmAzing FActs 

                                                                         ZERO SHADOW DAY IN PUNE 

          It's said that your shadow is your most faithful companion. It never leaves your side.  

Pune witnessed days when shadow was not companion , this  phenomenon  is known as  zero shadow 
day'.  An astronomical event, it comes twice a year and for a few moments, one’s shadow falls di-
rectly below his or her feet and would  seems  to vanish. 

It occurs due to the northward and southward motion of the sun and when it is positioned at 23 1/2 
degree altitude, the sun's rays appear exactly overhead around noon." The event occurs annually,  13 
th and 14th May ,2015 were  the days in Pune to witness this event, since it was summer.  The effect of 
the zero shadow was witnessed in the city at exactly 12.31 p.m. on these dates. 

 "A similar situation will arise on July 30th, 2015 when sun travels backward from south to north, re-
tracing its rays. However, it will be monsoon here in Pune at that time and hence; we may not be able 
to witness it."   

 

 

Prisha Goswami VII B 

 

                                                              SUN ENTERED THE TEMPLE 

The Sun entered the temple ….. This happens once in 2000 years. The amazing sight in the Sun tem-
ple in Konark  Odisha.  

Superb Indian Architecture…… 20th MAY ,2015 was the first day of the year  as per Solar Calendar 
when Sun entered the temple. Konark Sun temple is designed to greet the first Sun of the year in this 
way…..          

   

 

 

 Kashish Mahajan VII-B  

 



    
  

     

 

 

 

                   CELA RESULT 2014-15 
English is an international language which is used officially all over the world.  So learning 
English language has become necessity for students who want to achieve success and want 
to go to foreign destinations for  higher studies or job purposes .To meet the demands of 
learning English language ,CELA (Cambridge English Language Assessment) was intro-
duced by British Council in City International School ,Aundh. 52students(learners) from 
City International School ,Aundh appeared for different levels .Under these exams, different 
skills of learners assessed. These exams were YLE for young learners (for class I-IV) 
KET (for class V), PET (for classes  VI and VII) and FCE  (Cambridge English First) 
that  was aimed for school pupils who want to assess their English for professional and 
study purposes. All the students appeared for CELA exams  in the month of November and 
December2014. All the learners cleared their exams  and some of them passed with flying 
colours. The exams also gave confidence, language skills to travel internationally and com-
mand over written as well as spoken English for work and study purposes. 

      ElEctricity consumption  

We are implementing the policy of save electricity in the school from last year. 

We are using the various techniques to save the electricity and the graph shows the 
result. 

Steps to reduce the electricity consumption:- 

1. Use less hot water.  

2.  Switch off appliances when not in use.  

3.  Install efficient lighting measure and monitor electricity consumption and 
costs. 

Electricity  Consumption  Graph: 
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WORLD EARTH DAY 

                                  Growing eco-activism before Earth Day 1970 
In 1968, Morton Hilbert and the U.S public health services organized the Human Ecology Symposium, 
an environmental conference for students to hear from scientists about the effect of environmental degra-
dation on human health. This was the beginning of Earth Day. For the next two years, Morton Hilbert 
and students worked to plan the first Earth Day. In April 1970 along with a federal proclamation from 
U.S Sen. Gaylord Nelson-the first Earth Day was held.   

Earth day is an annual event, celebrated on April 22. On this day worldwide events are held to demon-
strate the support for environmental protection. It was first celebrated in 1970, and is now coordinated 
globally by the Earth Day Network, and celebrated in more than 192 countries each year. 

School activity 
At our school  , CITY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,AUNDH students were informed  about the           
importance of World’s Earth Day. A poster making competition was organized for students of classes   
(I-IX) 

 

 Amrat Ramnani   8 B 

 Each year, World Earth Day is  celebrated on the  22nd of April . In our school we also celebrated 
World Earth Day . On that day we made many creative and colourful posters . It was an initiative demon-
strate support taken towards environmental protection . It was first celebrated in 1970 and now cele-
brated in more than 192 countries every year . The world earth day is celebrated in order to keep our 
planet healthy and clean . World earth day is celebrated to  create an  awareness among the people . The 
world now marks the earth day to make the human race realise ,the importance of mother earth . We have 
forgotten that earth is our home and we have to keep it clean and protect it in order to stay healthy and 
alive . So on this earth day let us pledge to do whatever we can for our planet and help to save earth, save 
life, save environment and make this a better place to live in . 

   

The Best Ways To Enjoy The World Earth Day  

Learn more about the environment. 

Join an environment group. 

Educate your family members about the earth day. 

             

 Gursheen sethi   7 A 



 

 

      School newS…... 

StudentS CounCil eleCtion 2015-2016 

Every year school elects Head Girl and Head Boy to develop the leadership quali-
ties in students, as well as to develop the relationship between  secondary and pri-
mary students. By this process they will come to know electoral system and which 
will be helpful in future. 

For year 2015-16 election was held in the month of April. Manisha mam, Amita 
Mam and Mahesh Sir conducted the election in the presence of Principal Mam. The 
students who were interested to come up as nominees for  head boy and head girl 
introduced themselves by giving a short speech. The students voting takes place. 
We counted the votes and afterwards Principal Madam declared the result for year 
2015 ANISHA AHERRAO is elected as Head Girl  & SHIVAM SINGH is elected 
as Head boy. Of City International School, Aundh. 

Best Of Luck to them. 



    

One fine afternoon of 24th April, around 2:30 p.m. we all left for a memorable visit to  "Sanmati Baal Ni-
ketan" which is situated in  'Hadapsar' a few kilometers away from our school .This God blessed Baal Ni-
ketan is run by 'SINDHU TAI SAPKAL'. 
Sindhu Tai Sapkal has devoted her entire life for the homeless children , hence she is fondly called 
'MAI' {mother}. She is mother of many homeless children who themselves today are parents and are well 
educated. Though she is not being financially supported by Indian government, her hopes & determina-
tion towards her work didn't decrease. She started giving speeches & with that   money  she helped edu-
cate the orphans. Her personal life was tough but she was a strong woman who faced all the obstacles that 
came in her way. The experiences that she shared with us are inspiring and has made us all to look at life 
with more positivity. Her sacrifices for others and her personal life experiences left us in tears.  

What we learnt is that whatever, the situation may be never lose hope, work for a better tomorrow. When 
we reached there we were excited to meet the  inmates as well as 'Mai'. We spent a memorable day with 
the inmates & enjoyed a lot. We gifted them with some goodies which would make them happy. Our 
school donated ceiling fans and  took some yummy snacks for them .Everyone felt pleasant and enjoyed 
the atmosphere. 

This  was a great inspiration and a lifelong experience which we got because of our school. 
       
  

       

 

    
          

    

    
  

A MEMORABLE VISIT  TO 'SINDHU TAI SAPKAL'  

 Soundarya Nagarkar 8th B    



    

GREEN CLUB   
 
5th June is observed as World Environment Day. It is organized by the United 
Nations Environment   Programme( UNEP). 

Now-a-days experts have raised issue to create awareness an measures to be taken to protect      
nature, to follow it Green Club conducted an activity of writing slogans on awareness on           
Environment issues. 
Teachers enthusiastically participated in this activity and came up with new ideas which shown 
their awareness about environment. 
This shows that nations and people enjoy a safer and more prosperous future and World             
Environment Day is a peoples event with colourful activities such as street rallies, bicycle parades, 
green concerts, essay slogans and poster competitions in schools, tree planting as well as recycling 
and clean up campaigns.   

The traffic patrolling club teachers delivered the lecture on the three types of signs to be followed.  
There are mainly three types of signs viz. Cautionary signs, Mandatory signs and Informatory 
signs. 
Cautionary signs are meant to caution the driver about the hazards or situations lying ahead on 
the road.  They are triangular in shape with Red border. 

Mandatory signs are meant obligatory on the traffic which uses a specific area of the road. 
They are generally round in shape with Red border. Some of them are Blue in colour. “Stop” and “ 
Give Way “ are octagon and triangular in shape. 
Informatory signs are meant to provide information on direction, destination, road side facilities 
etc. to the road user. These signs are generally facilitators to the driver and signs are normally Blue 
in colour. The sign may have direction arrow and also the distance of facility from the sign.  
On the basis of this lecture, students prepared charts displaying various signs and symbols. The 
lecture proved beneficial for the students of standard 4th to 9th. 

 

traffic cLUB actiVitY 

 CLUB  aCtivities 
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Favourite sport 
  Swimming is my favorite sport. I just love swimming. Swimming is very unique and the best 
exercise for our whole body. Almost every part of our body is used in swimming. It cools down 
our body, mind and reduces stress. Two and the half hours of swimming per week can also re-
duce the risk of chronic illness. In competitive swimming there are four major styles. Butterfly, 
Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle .These have been the same over last 30-40 years. I can 
swim in Breaststroke and I am looking forward to learn Freestyle. The best time to learn swim-
ming is during the summer holidays, because the water isn't cold. Swimming in rainy or winter 
season is difficult if you are swimming in an outdoor pool. And if you are swimming in an indoor 
pool ,you can swim anytime. Swimming suits, cap and goggles are a must while swimming. 
Swimming without coach can become dangerous for new people. Swimming is the best tool to 
survive in an emergency. Floating on water is one of the best moment you can experience.                
          

          

          Shruti Sahare VII A                 

Sports and fitness is very important in our day to day life. Everyone likes to play different sport, 
like cricket, basketball, football and many more. But today I want to talk about the famous sport 
basketball, which I liked the most. It’s an interesting game but too hard to play. But first let’s go to 
the history of basketball. The history of basketball began with its invention in 1891 in Springfield, 
Massachusetts by Canadian physical education instructor James Naismith as a less injury prone 
sport than football. It become established fairly quickly becoming very popular in 20th century 
progressed, first in America and then through the world. After basketball become established in 
American colleges, the professional game followed; the American [NBA] national basketball asso-
ciation established in 1949 grew to a multibillion dollar enterprise by the end of the century, and 
basketball become an integral part of American culture.  We have shared everything about basket-
balls history. Now it’s time to know about day to day basketball. As everyone know that basket-
ball is a team game. It is played between two teams. One team contains 5 – 12 players. The overall 
length of basketball court is 29m x 15m. The sport is played with a hard rubber ball. It is bounced 
every time also called [dribbling]. I started liking basketball approximately 8 
months back.      I felt it so exciting and interesting. This game keeps me healthy , 
active and energetic .I liked it very much      
    

         Aditya Dwivedi – VII  A 
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INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY 

 

 

Every year in Northern hemisphere , the summer Solstice falls on 21st June .It is the day when Day is 
longest and the night is shortest. It is the day when Earth is at its closest distance from the Sun on its orbit. 
From the perspective of yoga , the Summer Solstice marks the transition of the Sun from Uttarayan to 
Dakshinayana, according to ancient Vedic calendar. According to Vedic Books , it was the day when Lord 
Shiva, first taught Yoga to his disciples. The knowledge of Yoga first descended from Shiva on this day. 
We can say, June21 as the Birthday of Yoga . This is the reason why several yogic Preachers had advo-
cated celebrating June21 as The International Yoga Day. 

        United nations has passed a resolution declaring June 21 every year as the International Yoga day. 
Main aim of yoga is to utilize naturally available cosmic energy to unit the physical ,mental and spiritual 
aspect of human life with natural surrounding. Since the first indication of life is respiration/breathing for 
proper energies balance of all energies controlled over once breathing is essential. Thus, the first step in 
yoga is breath control through meditation and rhythmic chanting. Recognizing that sitting for a long peri-
ods in a meditation pose softens the muscles ,asanas were designed to by certain group of cells in the body 
which leads to prevention and recovery of specific diseases. This part of yoga became part of science of 
Ayurveda as return  by Patanjali. It is repeatedly necessary to state that yoga is not a form of exercise as 
practiced in West. But a holistic way of living a balanced life in tune with nature. A life which does not 
dwell on unnecessary negative, unproductive thoughts and actions, but leads to a balanced ,calm, ener-
getic and productive individual who is an asset to the society and nature.  
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Surya Namaskar also known as in English 
as Sun Salutation is a common sequence of 
asanas. Its origin lies in India where large 

population worships Surya (SUN). This se-
quence of movements and asanas can be 

practiced on different levels of awareness, 
ranging from that of physical exercise in 
various styles. The sun salutation is regu-
larly practiced in our school during Yoga 
periods. In today’s world children face a 
cut-throat competition and they should 

adopt Surya Namaskar in their daily sched-
ule as it boosts endurance power and re-

duces the feeling of anxiety and restlessness, 
especially during  exams. Regular practice 

of Surya Namaskar gives strength and helps 
to improve concentration. It is the best 

work-out for muscles and improves flexibil-
ity in spine and in limbs for future athletes.  
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  World day against CHild laBoUr  

The world day against Child Labour, which is observed every year on June 12, is intended to foster 
the worldwide movement against child labour in any of its forms. The world day against Child La-
bour is an international organization sanctioned holiday first launched in 2002 aiming to raise aware-
ness and activism to prevent child labor. According to data collected by UNICEF and ILO AN ESTI-
MATED 168 million children aged 5-17 worldwide were involved in child labor, this prevents chil-
dren from getting education and it affects economical growth of country. Hence it is very necessary 
to put an end to this evil practice. The eradication of child labour will foster the development of all 
nations. 
 

 

      
CHILD LABOUR! Do you know what is child labour? When children under 14 are forced to work 
then ,it is known as child labour. “it’s bad , it’s illegal” these are just words to say , but have you ever 
raised your voice when you have saw any child working? NO!, you would have not and this includes 
you also in child labour .  

              To foster the movement of world wide against child labour , International Labour Organiza-
tion started World Day Against Child Labour. World day against child labour is celebrated on 12 June 
every year. Many events are organised by international labour organization [ILO]. ILO launched first 
World day against child labour in 2002 as a way to prevent child labour. World day against child la-
bour to reliterate that every child has right to have quality education. 

SAY NO! TO CHILD LABOUR AND SAY YES TO QUALITY EDU-
CATION!!! 

 

It is indeed sad after 68 years of independence our country still suffering from various problems 
which are consequences of human greed and insensitivity. India faces the problem of child labour. 

everywhere we see kids at the traffic signals, sag pickers, tea stalls, roadside hotels serving food or tea 
coffee, etc. their insecure futures are seen. it would take a hundred years for India to root out child 
labour. several steps have been taken by the government of India to improve the condition of child. 
but still i get to read that children are working in construction site, sari factory, silk factory, cracker 
factory, manufacturing factory, etc. we as a part of the society should join hands with social workers 

and NGO’s to help them out.                                                                                                  
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Travelogue 

MY TRIP TO GOA 
 Our journey to Goa started at 6:00a.m. by car. My cousins, aunt, dad, grandmother and me were very ex-
cited . We drove through  the lush green part of the Konkan . 

We reached  kolhapur and went to Mahalaxmi temple and had Devi Darshan. We had  breakfast  in 
Mcdonalds, and we reached Dudhsagar  resort and stayed there for one night. I had lots of fun ,I went for 
swimming with my cousin sister.Then next  day after breakfast we started for Goa , and in 2 hrs we 
reached our destination .First ,we went to the Church of Saint   Fransis of Asisi and then to Basilica of 
BomJesus . Later we went to  our  hotel in Panjim, Ginger hotel. We drove  to  Kalangute beach . I  did 
swim there  for2 hrs  and in the evening we went to Donapaula around 8:00pm .  0n  the third day we had 
great day at  Saqulem beach . We had food  in kammat hotel ,where I participated in a drawing competi-
tion where all the kids were provided with water colors  and we had to draw on the road .   I  enjoyed the 
event very much. Day four started and  we started our journey back home. Visiting Goa 
was a different experience altogether. It was great fun with all the family members to-
gether. Hope in future , my parents plan a trip where I get to see the different beautiful 
places in my own country India.             
         Abhay Musale VII A        

Switzerland is an  amazing place like a heaven. It is specially famous for its  chocolates & cheese. Me 
and my brother went there  for two weeks with nearly 50 more children from India. We first went  to Zer-
matt. Zermatt  which is a hill station there are some amazing ski mountains to do  ski. We also visited  
Alpine  museum & a fun park.    The next week we visited to  place named Verbier. There we did differ-
ent activities every day like paragliding, bridge  swinging, rock climbing ,etc. We also visited chocolate 
and cheese factories.  I'm never going to forget this experience throughout my life and if I get another 
chance to go there  I will love to go……….  

 

 

 

 

 

 Anuja Chopda  IX B  

 AmAzing switzerlAnd 



    

WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS 

AN OVERVIEW OF  A WORKSHOP BY COUNSELLING DEPARTMENT IN JUNE 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our school counselor took a workshop for the teachers in the month of June 2015 on the follow-
ing topics - 

1-Stress Management and Relaxation Techniques – 

She explained the role of exercise in controlling stress . She also spoke about Positive Mind Pro-
gramming or Positive affirmations and its role in uplifting a person’s mood .The role of antioxi-
dants was highlighted .Stress management is essential to increase the productivity of teachers and 
for overall development of teachers .A thirty  minute session was taken for the teachers on Vipas-
sana Meditation. Meditation increases concentration and reduces stress .This  is a helpful tool 
not only for teachers but  also for students. After doing meditation one experiences a positive atti-
tude, more energy and harmony with one’s environment .A relaxed mind leads to better output 
and performance in personal and professional life. 

2- Class Control Techniques for all teachers - 

She elaborated on the role of monitors and buddy system- where a weak student could  be paired 
with an intelligent student .There is a need to keep the students busy and absorbed in various ac-
tivities in order to have class control . 

The following tips  should also be employed by teachers for better class control– 

 a) Be punctual to the class.  b- Offer opportunities for responsibility. c- Be well organized. 

d-Show that you  like children. 

3- How to deal with Low IQ and Gifted children – 

She spoke about the need of students to be appreciated and importance of sports in the academic 
life of students .The slow learners have to be given personal attention and hand holding is re-
quired . 

The gifted child needs to be stimulated with various extra activities and questions so that in future 
they can be leaders in their field .  
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INTERNATIONAL MUSIC DAY 

 

 

June 21 has been designated as World Music 
Day, a day the world celebrates the magical 
gifts of music. Its origin lie in France when in 
1976, American musician Joel Cohen, proposed 
all night music celebration to mark the begin-
ning of summer solstice and since then it has 
become a worldwide phenomenon with over 32 
countries having their own celebration in their 
own way, regardless of one season. This is a day 
to appreciate many benefits that music making 
brings to life. It spots lights the significance of 
music in our own cultures and salutes the many 
benefits that – both making it and enjoying it 
brings people together. Music has the power to 
heal, connect and inspire.        

 

 

 Sakshi GuptaVIII-A 
 

 

In 1982 , Jack Lang and his staff at the ministry 
of culture, dreamed up an idea for a new kind of 
Musical holiday. They imagined a day where free 
music would be everywhere all around the 
city ,street corners, parks, roof tops , garden etc. 
The event would take place on the Summer Sol-
stice, June 21 and would be called “Fete De 
Musique” which means Festival of Music. This 
day is declared as National Holiday in France. 
France shuts down on the Summer Solstice and 
musicians take over. Almost 5 million people 
celebrate this day by playing instruments or sing-
ing in public. 

 
 

  Shambhavi Shivam 

   VIII B 

 

 

Music gives a soul to the Universe, wings to the mind, flight to the 
imagination and life to everything– Plato 
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Demonstration: fire extinguisher 

A drill was conducted by the school which was a great experience for the students. We came to know 
about the various types of fire extinguishers. The three types which are used to extinguish fire are solid, 
liquid and gases . It was exciting to see how they used the fire extinguisher. Few of the students volun-
teered to use the extinguisher. They also told us that some precautions should be taken before using them. 
They should be used only emergencies. The smoke released on using the fire extinguishers is not harmful. 
So they gave us a small demonstration to. It was a very informative and important learning experience 
from which one can learn.             

        
      Devangi Bhamare  

       IX-B 
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PRE-PRIMARY ACTIVITIES 

 

 

Fathers Day Celebration   
Father’s Day is a celebration honouring and celebrating fatherhood. Many countries celebrate it on 
third Sunday of June. It is celebrated to recognise the contribution that fathers make to the lives of their 
children. It’s a day of fatherhood and male parenting. Our Pre Primary section also celebrated Fathers 
Day with their tiny tots. The fathers were invited for “Biscuit Topping Activity”. The children were 
excited to do  this activity with their father . The fathers along with their children decorated the biscuits 
with different toppings like cheese; cut fruit pieces etc. There was a good co ordination seen between 
the father and the child. The children also learned about different shapes and how to arrange things in a 
decorative manner.  The teachers prepared colourful greeting cards on behalf of the children to give to 
their fathers .All the children enjoyed this activity. 

Our Pre Primary Section is introducing this activity of reading, where teachers on every Friday 
will read one story book loudly for them and then every child will be allotted one story book 

every Friday for one week which their parents/ grand parents or any elderly person will read for 
them at home. This will help the child in their listening skill and will also enhance their cogni-
tive ability. This will develop a bonding between teacher and child , Parent/ Grand Parent and 

child.  

   READ ALOUD 



 

   

The  prescribed weight of the bags for students of classes 1st  to 8 th is between 1800gms and 
3425gms. Heavy school bags can lead to acute and chronic pain. One way to reduce the load 
would be to leave behind all material required for extra curricular activities like art and craft, 
GK, Computer etc. in the school itself. We at City International School Aundh are aware about  
the issue and  hence conduct weekly exercises to weigh every students school bag. The stu-
dents and parents should also make sure that their ward carries books according to the time ta-
ble given.  

In this way together we can help in reducing the bag  weight of every student. 

 

 

One of the world’s healthiest food is “Corn”. To understand the importance of the corn and to 
see that every child eats corn our Pre-primary section celebrated corn day in school on 23rd  July, 
2015. As a part of the activity children were asked the children to bring boiled corn from home 
to be used for making “corn chat”. All children of Pre-primary classes brought corn on that day. 
Few of them brought whole corn cob. Teacher asked them where they got the corn from. Then 
teacher explained them where corn is produced and what are it uses. Teacher also showed them 
cob of the corn and explained them about different colors of the corn available in the market and 
how healthy it is to eat corn. The children were very excited to make corn chat. Teacher mixed 
everyone’s corn in a big vessel and added chat masala in it. After mixing it well that corn chat 
was distributed to children. They learned about different tastes like sweet, salty .They had a great 
fun sharing and eating together.  

REDUCE BAG WEIGHT 

Corn Day at School 



 

Shravani Dhole V-A 

     Sneha Londhe V-B 

       Prashant Kedari V-A 

     M. Charisma V-B 

          Anusha Patel V-B 

   Samruddhi Kate V-A 

    Tanvi Majge  IV-B   Kanishka Soni  IV-B 

Art gAllery 



 

Abhay Musale  VII-A 

Shivika Khare X-A 

Shraddha Honrao &     
Gayatri Vaidya VII- A  Mrunal Patil &      

Sakshi Sodmise VI- A 
Prisha Goswami  & 
Radhika Amin  VII-B 

Siddhant Ghorpade & 
Bhushan Gugale VIII-A 

Abhay Singh & Sagar Saner       
 VII-A 

Gurpreet Singh  VII-A 



 
 
 
 
 

Mission Statement 
 
 

‘We at City International School,  

seek to develop our students into global citizens 

who shall be instilled with values of integrity,       

respect and responsibility. Our qualified,      

creative and competent staff, comprehensive  

curriculum  and learning environment shall    

develop in  students the zest to be life long   

learners.’ 



For feedback and queries mail us at     
aundh@cityinternationalschool.edu.in 

Website :www.cisaundh.org 

mailto:aundh@cityinternationalschool.edu.in
http://www.cisaundh.org

